Abstract-The security of wireless sensor networks is a topic that has been studied extensively in the literature. The intrusion detection system is used to detect various attacks occurring on sensor nodes of Wireless Sensor Networks that are placed in various hostile environments. As many innovative and efficient models have emerged in the last decade in this area, we mainly focus our work on Intrusion detection Systems. This paper reviews various intrusion detection systems which can be broadly classified based on certain traditional techniques, namely signature based, anomaly based and hybrid based. The models proposed by various researchers have been critically examined based on certain classification parameters, such as detection rate, false alarm, algorithms used, etc. This work contains a summarization study of various intrusion detection systems used particularly in Wireless Sensor Networks, and also highlights their distinct features.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are used for monitoring the environment or a given area by collection of data, such as temperature, sound, pressure, light, etc from various Sensor Nodes (SNs) and analyzing them at a Base Station [1, 2] . The WSN consists of hundreds of sensor nodes that are basically small sensors used for monitoring the environment. The advantage of these sensors is that they can be placed in any location where surveillance by humans is not possible, including harsh climatic conditions or underwater surveillance [3] . The WSNs are used in a variety of fields ranging from healthcare and area monitoring to environmental and industrial monitoring systems. This paper focuses on one of the applications of Wireless Sensor Networks namely Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) [5, 6] . Intrusion detection systems are used to detect intrusions in a certain network or an area under surveillance. Intrusion is defined as an unauthorized (unwanted) activity in a network. In [4] , an efficient IDS has been proposed in the field of healthcare for prevention against intrusions. On the basis of detection methodology, IDS are traditionally classified into 3 models: Anomaly based, Signature based and Hybrid Based IDS. The signature based IDS have predefined set of rules that are designed on the basis of previously known security attacks and the signatures of the attacks are stored in a database. The signature is a kind of pattern that describes a known attack. The incoming information is compared and checked with the previously identified signatures and hence protect against well known attacks and also have the advantage of low false alarm rate (FAR). A preliminary rule based approach to detect intrusions is developed in [7] that is based on comparison of the incoming packets with known signatures. On the other hand as it has been pointed out in [8, 9] , the signature based model is similar to an anti-virus system that has a database and can detect known attacks but has problems when unknown attacks whose signatures are unknown are to be detected. To eliminate this particular drawback, the anomaly based IDS are used which works on the basis of a threshold [10] . This type of IDS defines what is called as a normal behaviour and an abnormal behaviour. Any new inbound information packet is verified against this normal behaviour and determined if it is an intrusion or not. As the detection mechanism is based on a threshold for normal traffic pattern, it has the capability to detect new intrusions, but on the other hand, it has a major disadvantage of missing out on well known attacks. The anomaly based model has a high detection rate and seldom classifies an actual intrusion as a normal packet, but it has a large false positive rate (FPR) i.e normal packets are defined as abnormal. Also as suggested in [11] , there could be attacks due to hybrid anomaly which consists of multiple anomaly attacks, for which he proposes a model which has a detection technique based on K-means clustering. To improve on the disadvantages of these two conventional methods, a hybrid of the two IDS is usually incorporated known as a Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (HIDS). In this system, both the IDS are present, with the anomaly based IDS usually functioning as a filter and the signature based IDS as a second level of intrusion detection as it has low false positives and can accurately detect the intrusions. For example, [12] has proposed a hybrid intrusion detection model that integrates anomaly based IDS based on support vector mechanism (SVM) with a misuse detection based IDS to achieve a high detection rate of 98% and a low false positive rate. Apart from these, a developing area of intrusion detection is the cross layered IDS that can detect attacks on different OSI layers. A cross layer based IDS that integrates the Mac and Physical layer has been proposed by [13] . However in this paper, we focus only on the signature, anomaly and hybrid based IDS. This paper attempts to review the work carried out by various www.ijacsa.thesai.org researchers in the broad area of intrusion detection systems, which are traditionally classified as signature, anomaly and hybrid based IDS. It is of interest to see how various models perform with respect to certain critical parameters that help us in understanding the robustness and effectiveness of these models against various security threats. This will also help in drawing certain important insights about the algorithms used and the preferred detection techniques incorporated in different conditions. In Section 2, various models of Signature, Anomaly and Hybrid based IDS proposed by various researchers has been discussed. The subsequent section is on the analysis of these models based on eight parameters, namely the model used, algorithms used, the data set used for experiments and simulation, detection rate, false detection rate, attacks against which the IDS protects, adaptive/ learning nature of IDS and the distinct feature of the model. The last section is the conclusion.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Anomaly based Intrusion Detection System:
First the anomaly based intrusion detection systems have been discussed in detail. Chong eik loo et.al. [14] has designed an anomaly based IDS that collects information of normal traffic pattern which is then used to detect abnormal traffic patterns. In this technique no information is to be shared between the nodes and every node is equipped with an IDS which works independently without information from neighbouring nodes so as to conserve maximum energy. The anomaly based approach is based on a fixed width clustering algorithm which is used to model the distribution of training points. Using this model, 95% detection rate for a 5% false positive rate was achieved for periodic route attack. For passive sinkhole attack, the detection rate is 70% for a 5% false positive rate. For the active sinkhole (the most effective attack), detection rate is 100% with a 5% false positive rate. But in this method it is assumed that each node has sufficient power and resources so as to perform the computation required for proper functioning of the IDS. An anomaly based model incorporating Hierarchical Gaussian Mixture Model (HGMM) that classifies network attacks based on statistical pre-processing classification has been proposed in [15] . The normal and intrusive behaviours are learnt by Gaussian probability distribution functions and are used to classify observed system activities. The HGMM model proposed has also been compared with six other techniques: Gaussian Mixture, Radial Basis Function, Binary Tree Classifier, SOM, ART and LAMASTAR [34] , and the results indicate that the proposed HGMM is able to achieve high accuracy, detection rate and low false positives. A major problem in WSNs is the availability of resources; hence the IDS must be resource efficient. The IDS presented in [16] uses mobile agents to collect data from the system and the classification of normal behaviour of the nodes is based on a SVM classifier. The mobile agent gathers information from the local agents before allowing the system to send data. Whenever information is sent in the network to any another system, the mobile agent gathers information from the neighbouring node and then calls the SVM to detect if an attack has occurred. If no suspicious behaviour is encountered, the information is then sent on the network. This type of model is able to stop intrusion in the network level, and promises high levels of detection rate compared to traditional security measures. Another IDS using the information shared between neighbouring nodes is developed in [17] , which is based on a simple and resource constrained WSN. This WSN consists of various static sensor nodes which create a statistical model of normal behaviour of their neighbouring nodes. Once this statistical model is created for each node, then the neighbouring nodes analyze the incoming packets on various layers and classifies whether an intrusion has occurred or not. The statistical model of the neighbouring nodes is used to determine a maximum and minimum threshold of the power consumption per packet, so that incoming packets having a receive power less than or greater than the minimum and maximum thresholds respectively, are classified as abnormal packets. The use of the low complexity algorithm improves the detection and containment process. Bao et. al [19] proposes a cluster based hierarchical trust management protocol for wireless sensor networks(WSNs). This IDS based on trust management protocol [35, 36] detects selfish or malicious sensor nodes for intrusion tolerance and can dynamically learn from the past experiences and adapt to the environment. It maintains two levels of trust management: www.ijacsa.thesai.org at the sensor level and other at the cluster head. The false positive and negative probabilities are dependent on the trust threshold and weight of social trust. A variety of methods exist for classification of intrusions, such as statistical techniques, which we have already observed in the two initial papers, data mining methods, etc. A method that is widely used for intrusion detection is based on fuzzy rules, as proposed by [18] which uses fuzzy controller to increase system performance and accuracy based on Adaptive anomaly. Here detection model generator is used for generating a detection model while IDS engine classifies test records and stores them in Buffer which are monitored and reports it to Fuzzy model tuner which updates the confidence prediction ratio. The proposed model gives accuracy of 15% higher than other machine learning methods and static models. Using the fuzzy rules, a density based fuzzy imperialist competitive clustering algorithm for intrusion detection in wireless sensor networks is proposed by [21] . It consists of the imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA) integrated with a density based algorithm and fuzzy logic for optimum clustering in WSNs. This proposed model increases the accuracy of security attack detection compared with KMICA, Kmean, and DBSCAN. The results demonstrate that the proposed framework achieves higher detection accuracy of 87% and clustering quality 0.99 compared to existing approaches. There have also been innovative algorithms and methods to reduce the energy consumption in WSNs such as the model used by Rassam et. al. [20] . This paper introduces a distributed anomaly detection model based on one class Principal component classifier (OCPCC) that uses the candid covariance free incremental principal component analysis (CCIPCA) algorithm so as to detect the intrusions as they occur. The sensor nodes classify every packet as either normal or abnormal according to the threshold specified in global normal model (GNM) that is formed during the training phase of the IDS. Various papers on anomaly based IDS that have been considered in this study are indicated in Fig I along with the respective algorithms used by each author. Since none of these approaches were able to single handedly get accurate results for all classes they proposed a new model which is a combination of different classifiers. The proposed heavy weight model was able to get 100% accuracy for all attacks and lightweight was able to get minimum accuracy of 94% for all attacks. A famous algorithm based on signature matching is the Adaboost algorithm and this algorithm has been incorporated in a network based IDS by [23] . The AdaBoost algorithm is a machine learning algorithm which corrects the misclassifications made by weak classifiers, which in this case are decision stumps [37] .The decision rules are provided for both continuous and categorical features. Recognition performances of the AdaBoost based classifiers are fast and are generally encouraging. The following algorithm is compared against other algorithms such as SVM, SOM, RSSDSS, etc based on detection rate and false alarm rate. A simple overfitting handling is used to improve the learning results. But the following adaboost algorithm cannot be applied for incremental learning and does not support offline learning. Using the concept of adaboost and neural network method, an innovative design has been proposed by [24] to lower computational complexity by incorporating rules learnt from the behaviour of the network. The rules have been made according to the data set of KDD99, which is analysed in this case. The proposed IDS has been compared with the adaboost and neural network method. Even though classification by adaboost is better than neural network method, the proposed rule based method provides higher classification rate and lower computational time and also has the capability to learn rules from the behaviour of the network. Statistical methods such as KNN, are being widely used to improve the performance and speed of the signature matching. W. Meng et. al. [25] has used the concept of enhanced filter mechanism (EFM) on a network based IDS which improves the performance of a signature based IDS such as Snort [44] and consists of a context-aware blacklist-based packet filter, an exclusive signature matching component and a KNN-based false alarm filter. The blacklist based packet filter reduces the work of NIDS as it filters out intrusions based on IP address. The signature matching performs the important function of www.ijacsa.thesai.org identifying the intrusion based on signatures and the KNNbased filter is used to reduce the false positives i.e false alarms. The average detection accuracy of this IDS is about 86%, but this is based on the training set, with appropriate training a detection accuracy of over 90% is possible. Also it promises a great reduction in the false alarms. Fig II contains information about the various signature based IDS and algorithms which have been studied in this survey.
B. Signature based Intrusion Detection System:

C. Hybrid based Intrusion Detection System:
Fig. 3. Hybrid based IDS
The hybrid based IDS is a combination of both the signature based and anomaly based IDS and capitalizes on their advantages and results in a higher detection rate, false alarm, etc. Various data mining techniques like Association Based Classification (ABC) as incorporated by [27] are used to combine the two traditional detection methods. This paper was one of the early attempts that uses fuzzy association rulesets as descriptive models of different classes and combines anomaly based and signature based IDS using Association Based Classification (ABC) technique which is one of the well known approaches of data mining techniques. The fuzzy association rules are utilized to improve the time utilization of data mining technique. The performance of anomaly and misuse based IDS are evaluated separately and the proposed algorithm is shown to have a better performance than the two models independently. By combining the anomaly detection method with misuse detection method, the false positive error rate is very low and it also promises a good detection rate. Attacks on a WSN are usually on the Cluster Head (CH) as it collects data from different sensor nodes in a particular sensor and hence proper protection needs to be provided. K.Q. Yan [26] has proposed a hybrid based IDS for intrusion detection at the CH of a CWSN. The anomaly based model is used as a filter and a signature based IDS is used to detect the intrusion. It additionally consists of a decision making module that decides if an intrusion has occurred. The output of which is given to the administrator for the follow up work. In this model, the training sample must be sufficient to ensure high detection rates. A major difficulty in using Hybrid based models is the high consumption of resources and energy as indicated by Alrajeh [38] . To improve the energy efficiency, [28] has proposed a cluster based WSN (CWSN) so as to reduce communication costs and computational energy. CWSN helps to reduce the energy consumption and increase the lifetime of the model. The following eHIDS has been compared with HIDS and eHIP. In this scheme, each node of eHIP consumes on an average 2,91J and HIDS consumes 2,58J for the total packet transmission process, whereas eHIDS uses only 1,93J. This model achieves high accuracy, high detection rates, low energy consumption and low computational costs. The intrusive attacks in a network may be unknown to the IDS many a times and using a learning mechanism will help in storing a signature of the particular attack for future prevention, as is the case in the model incorporated by [29] . In this paper a model is proposed which has 3 separate IDS for sink, cluster head (CH) and Sensor node. The model is a cluster based WSN (CWSN). The 3 proposed IDS are: Intelligent Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (IHIDS) for the sink that has learning ability, Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) for the cluster Head (CH) and a misuse based IDS for the sensor nodes. The first level of filter is done by anomaly detection and the identified intrusions are sent to misuse detection for further analysis. If the intrusions are not identified by the misuse detection then it is sent to the learning mechanism of IHIDS. IHIDS decreases the energy consumption and also reduces the information efficiently. The proposed IHIDS can achieve a high detection rate and low false positive rate and it also learns about new attacks on the IDS using ART [39] . Based on incorporating the learning mechanism in IDS, [31] has also proposed a new model that uses Markovian IDS to protect sensor nodes from attack. It integrates Anomaly based, Misuse based and game theory to prevent malicious attacks. The Markov decision process is used in the self learning process of the IDS and determines the weakest nodes to be protected. The system is able to reveal the patterns from which it predicts future points of attack and devises appropriate defence strategies, and also has a high detection rate. www.ijacsa.thesai.org There have been IDS which are developed for protection against a specific attack, usually used for application specific IDS. One such model based on protection against sync flood attacks has been proposed by [30] . They propose a Hybrid Intrusion Detection System that works on Stream flow and state transition analysis by which the malicious nodes are effectively shut down. The main attack on which the model focusses is Sync Flood attack that establishes a number of TCP connections to use a large amount of resources on the affected nodes. The proposed hybrid detection approach is faster and effective in case of densely deployed sensor network and alarming the base station about the infected or abnormal behavior in the flow of the traffic.
To further improve on the range of attacks against which protection is provided and to enhance the detection rate considerably, Simenthy et.al. [32] proposes a new advanced intrusion detection system that consists of Hybrid Intrusion detection system(HIDS), Energy Prediction based Intrusion Detection System(EPIDS) and cross layer detection system in different stages to ensure maximum security. The Advanced intrusion Detection System has been compared with Energy Prediction Model, HIDS and Cross Layer Model, and it was analyzed that the proposed model gave better attack detection, less false positives and better detection probability compared to the other 3 models. Also in this system, the energy efficiency and lifetime of the system increases. A recent model that works on the principle of Clustering based on Self Organized Ant Colony Network (CSOACN) and SVM has been proposed by [33] to develop a hybrid based IDS. The SVM is used to find support vectors and to generate hyperplane that separates normal and abnormal data while a CSOACN is used to find data added to active SVM training set and to finally generate models for normal data as well as for each class of abnormal data. An important aspect of this paper is that the processes of training and testing are done parallelly. The detection rate of this model is 94.86%, False positive is 6.01% and False negative is 1.00%. The paper highlights that the proposed CSVAC (Combining Support Vectors with Ant Colony) performs better than SVM and CSOACN applied independently. Hybrid based IDS which have been studied in this survey are depicted in Fig III along with the algorithms used in each study. www.ijacsa.thesai.org This paper attempts to review these three important techniques, namely anomaly, signature and hybrid based IDS. The need of such a research is to provide an insight into the recent developments in the area of intrusion detection and provide details about the different types of IDS required according to varying requirements of the wireless sensor network.
III. COMPARISON
Various papers of anomaly, signature and hybrid have been analyzed in this survey. Certain parameters, such as, algorithms used, detection accuracy, false alarm rate (Both FN and FP), protection against attacks, adaptive/ learning and the distinct feature of each model have been investigated. A number of algorithms are incorporated which can be classified based on three traditional methods, namely statistical methods, machine learning and optimization techniques. Some algorithms have been tailor made for particular applications and have been classified as ad-hoc procedures. The models have also been classified based on whether the IDS is adaptive or not. Adaptive signifies that the proposed model is capable of learning from previous attacks that have already occurred, and hence can detect it the next time it occurs.
The most important aspect being considered is the attacks against which considerable protection is provided by the proposed IDS, as the work of an IDS is to eliminate security threats in the network. We have also touched upon the distinct features in each model and also included any other miscellaneous parameter that may prove useful.
The surveyed anomaly based IDS's indicate that it has a detection rate of >87% largely and can reach a high detection rate of about 95%-96% in certain cases. But the false alarms generated in the IDS are large, i.e about 4-6%. Whereas the false alarms in a signature based IDS are very less, generally around <1%. The hybrid based IDS ensures a high detection rate of >88%, and also has the advantage of low false alarms.
This indicates that the hybrid based IDS truly provides an improvement in terms of detection rate and false alarm reduction, than using signature and anomaly based IDS independently. A closer look on the various models proposed also suggests that the denial of service (DoS) attack is the most frequently detected intrusion, whereas the probe, U2R and R2L attacks have a lower detection rate. Hence there needs to be an improvement in detection of specifically the probe, R2L and U2R attacks.
A careful study of the comparison tables show that for the case of anomaly based IDS, statistical methods are preferred over the other algorithms. The statistical algorithms are being used in [14] [15] [16] , [18] [19] [20] [21] , indicating that they are widely used in applications where a threshold has to be formed for the detection of intrusions in a network. The statistical algorithms used in various IDS include the fixed width clustering algorithm in [14] , GMM, K-means and maximum likelihood algorithms in [15] , Hierarchical trust management and SPN applied in [19] and OCPCC, CCIPCA incorporated in [20] .
In [16] , a mixture of both statistical and machine learning algorithms is incorporated that include SVM, LDA, PCA and BCP. The models proposed in [18, 21] incorporate statistical, machine learning and optimization algorithms simultaneously. They include genetic algorithms, fuzzy rule modeling, ICA and density based algorithm. The machine learning algorithm used in [17] includes SWP and low complexity cooperation algorithm. In the hybrid based IDS, a different scenario exists as the machine learning algorithms are the widely preferred methods, which includes ART, Q-learning, SVM, SLIPPER, CSOACN, etc. The proposed models incorporating machine learning methods are [26, 28, 29, 31] and [33] . In papers [26, 33] , SVM is used for detecting intrusions and in [33] , CSOACN is used along with SVM to provide a dual layer of intrusion detection. Whereas in [29] , adaptive resonance theory is used extensively. In [28] , both machine learning algorithms such as SLIPPER and optimization algorithms such as PCR based arbitral strategy are incorporated.
A combination of all the 3 techniques is used in [31] which comprises of statistical machine learning and optimization algorithms. In the hybrid based IDS, purely statistical based algorithms such as MLE and Neyman Pearson test are applied by [30] . The model [27] uses an ad-hoc methodology for efficient performance.
From tables [1, 2 and 3] it is clear that the data set used for experimentation is mainly based on KDDCup-99 data set. In the anomaly based models a wide variety of data sets are used. A couple of models [18, 15] are based on KDDCup-99 set, whereas GSB, IRL, ARC NRL data sets have been scarcely used. The hybrid based IDS which have been reviewed in this paper, have majorly used only KDDCup-99. Four hybrid based models use KDDCup-99 and four hybrid models use the real data samples. On analyzing signature based IDS the KDDCup-99 is found to be the most widely used data set for training the sensor nodes.
A study of the literature reveals that the computation involved generally in an anomaly or signature based IDS is usually lower when compared to a hybrid based IDS. Also the energy consumption is higher in a hybrid based model than the signature or anomaly. But the higher consumption of resources by hybrid based IDS also ensures that the detection rate and protection against the attacks is enhanced and also the false alarms are greatly reduced in comparison to signature or anomaly based models.
This research provides an insight into the various recent developments in intrusion detection systems along with the types of algorithms which have been incorporated. It also provides the various merits and demerits of the models which www.ijacsa.thesai.org have been researched in this area by comparing them in a tabular format.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper conclusively analyzes signature, anomaly and hybrid based intrusion detection systems. The models which have been proposed by various researchers, roughly in the past decade, have been reviewed on the basis of certain parameters. It indicates that the performance of IDS in detection of the attacks has been increasing consistently with time. There is an improvement in the detection rate, lesser false alarms generated and a considerable increase in the range of attacks being detected. It can be inferred from the analysis that the statistical algorithms are frequently used in anomaly based detection models and the machine learning algorithms are common in the hybrid based IDS. We have also observed that hybrid based models have a higher detection rate and lower false alarms compared to the two traditional methods namely, signature based and anomaly based IDS.
The protection against certain attacks such as R2L and U2R is usually low, and can be due to the skewed training data sets used, which contain fairly low number of data sets belonging to these attacks. Hence such attacks pose security concerns in some of the intrusion detection models. The presented information constitutes an important point for addressing future Research & Development in the field of IDS. As this paper essentially focuses on the traditional methods such as anomaly and signature based IDS, future work could include analysis of models based on cross layer or stack based IDS technologies. Techniques providing higher detection rate but utilising fewer resources are required so as to enhance WSNs. Countermeasures which are faster and more effective are needed to cope up with the ever-growing attacks to improve the protection of the networks under surveillance. 
